Characterization of baroreflex gain in the domestic pigeon (Columba livia).
Birds have a remarkable capacity to regulate circulation yet little is known about the avian baroreflex. Although both linear regression and curve-fitting techniques are frequently used to assess baroreflex function in mammals, only the former technique has been used in birds. We characterized baroreflex gain in domestic pigeons (Columba livia) and compared gain values derived from applying linear regression to ramp changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) to values derived from fitting a four-parameter sigmoidal function to steady-state alterations in MAP. We found that, unlike mammals, pigeons do not display circadian patterns in MAP, HR or gain derived from bolus injections of vasoactive drugs. The pressor, but not depressor response, was attenuated by administration of the NMDA-antagonist ketamine, suggesting that central processing of the baroreflex may be similar in birds and mammals despite anatomical differences in arterial baroreceptive zones. Because graded infusions of vasoactive drugs could not consistently produce a plateau in the HR response, fitting data to a sigmoidal curve was difficult. Thus, we propose that variations of the Oxford method and linear regression analysis are superior method to assess baroreflex gain in pigeons than curve fitting.